Modem notions of medical authority being essentially embodied in the figure of the professionally trained and registered practitioner and his corporate representatives, and in the medical textbook or official pharmacopoeia, are comparatively recent developments. Much work has been done by historians of medicine to show that, far from being merely an underdeveloped version of modem medicine, the medical culture of early modem England was a rich matrix of overlapping spheres of competence and activity, populated by a range of claimants to medical expertise.' It was moreover a culture in which medical authority was not exclusively represented by the official publication or printed word, but also embedded in oral tradition and manuscript transmission of knowledge. During the seventeenth century, the circulation of handwritten medical information, especially recipes, among the laity flourished on an unprecedented scale. Central to this development was the culture of household medicine and the role of women in establishing their claims to expertise in this area.2 This paper examines two related manuscript medical recipe books in the Wellcome collection that shed light on lay medical knowledge and practice in the later seventeenth century. It also tries to uncover the identity of a somewhat elusive figure who stands at the centre of a network of family and community relationships.
Who was Elizabeth Okeover? Adderley";3 elsewhere in the manuscript this person ascribes recipes variously to an "Aunt E:O", an "Aunt L:O", to a "Coz: Okeover", to her father and mother, and to an "Unkle Rudyerd". In short, the book contains a good deal of evidence of a rich lay medical culture associated with the Okeover family. This family had been established for centuries on the border of Staffordshire and Derbyshire, with its seat at Okeover Hall in the valley of the river Dove near Ashbourne. Humphrey Okeover (d. 1639), High Sherriff of Derbyshire in 1631, who married Martha, daughter of Sir Oliver Cheney, had four sons and four daughters; the eldest son, Rowland (b. 1624) , inherited the estate and was knighted by Charles 11 (19 April 1665). One of Sir Rowland's daughters was called Elizabeth, and we know that she is the author of the entries in MS.3712 as she later married one Wolstan Adderley. There were however at least three other Elizabeth Okeovers who might have been candidates if the author had not helpfully identified herself by using her married name: the wives of two of Elizabeth Adderley's brothers shared the same Christian name, and one of Sir Rowland's younger sisters, Elizabeth Adderley's aunt, was also called Elizabeth Okeover. 4 Recently another seventeenth-century medical recipe book which proved to have Okeover associations was acquired by the Wellcome Library (MS.739 1). An elegantly written folio volume in limp vellum covers, this manuscript is unusually rich in identifying the sources of its recipes, among whom occur "Coz: Eliz: Okeover".5 The author remains anonymous, and the volume is as empty of dates as Elizabeth Adderley's book. Closer inspection of the two volumes however revealed an intimate connection between the two. A large section of MS.3712 appeared to be more or less identical to the text of the new manuscript; proof that it was indeed a direct copy from MS.7391 was provided by the discovery that text corresponding to an entire double opening of the latter book was absent, a circumstance which could be most readily explained by a copyist having turned over two pages by mistake.6 The copyist does not seem to have been Elizabeth Adderley, but an anonymous contributor who had apparently owned MS.3712 before her. Whoever it was clearly had access to MS.7391, though presumably did not own it (why copy out scores of recipes verbatim from a book one already possessed?), and was in some way connected with Elizabeth Adderley, who would thus have been in a position to inherit the copied recipes. Elizabeth Adderley was evidently the last owner of MS.3712 to make any significant contribution to its contents; she was the author of the last major section of medical recipes, a small group of cookery recipes written from the rear of the 
41.
Who was Elizabeth Okeover? provided clues to the circumstances of the manuscript's production, are wanting, but the script, the lack of later annotation or amendment, and the existence of catchwords, all indicate that this is a fair copy of an original recipe collection, probably commissioned for presentation or bequest, despite the fact that the commission does not seem to have been completed, as the work lacks both an index and a suitable ending. We know that such commissions were issued, and some such productions can be found in the Wellcome collection: Lady Ann Fanshawe's recipe collection was copied out in 1651 by one Joseph Averie, who may have been a professional scribe, though only much later was it presented to her daughter Katherine; the recipe books of Lady Frances Catchmay (d. 1629) were bequeathed to her son, Sir William Catchmay, with instructions for him to arrange multiple copies for his siblings.9
Another distinctive feature of the new manuscript is that it is evidently the record of a particular practice. Like most recipe collections, this one is arranged in somewhat random fashion, with only the crudest attempt made to bring recipes for particular diseases, conditions or symptoms together in a systematic way. Yet running through the collection there is a strand of personal recollection and experience that is suggestive of an individual medical career. This provides some clues to the identity of the compiler. Firstly, the anonymous author was almost certainly female; the large number of gynaecological, obstetric and paediatric remedies and directions alone seem to suggest this. Secondly, the compiler was a lay medical practitioner. There are a few hints in the text that she practised her medical skills beyond the confines of her family and household; a recipe for a "sweet oyntment" carries the gloss "I gave it to a woman of Burton who went on chrutches two yeares together and useinge this a month was so well that shee flung them away".'0 A number of recipes, including this one, are qualified with the words "I pro.", indicating their use in practice. Elsewhere the anonymous author, describing a recipe for an "oyntment to strengthen the legs and backe", adds that she had "found by experience that the cure is more difficult" without bleeding the patient from the ears and forehead, although some physicians disagreed. Thirdly, the compiler had at least some Latin and a certain familiarity with pharmaceutical symbols; at least one complete recipe, for "Vatican pills", is given in Latin, albeit with a vernacular translation beneath,"1 while standard pharmaceutical measures are used throughout. Finally, the author Turning to the authorities cited by the author as sources for her recipes, a total of 103 individuals are named: some twenty are medical professionals, nineteen peers, knights or their spouses, the rest other lay commoners. Since a medical recipe was only as good as far as it effected a cure or relief from affliction, it was clearly important to identify those which had been proved by experience; hence the ubiquity of such terms as "approved" or "probatum" in seventeenth-century recipe collections. Additionally, provenance played a part in authenticating a recipe or merely bolstering a collection's prestige. Medical professionals and members of the aristocracy were obvious sources of authentication."3 Some of the medical names in our manuscript were clearly remote authorities with whom the author cannot have had any personal or family connection, although the most frequently cited, a certain Dr Dakins, with nine citations, seems to have ministered to the Okeover family, as Elizabeth Adderley records a recipe for "Dr Dakines bollous given my mother".'4 Likewise, the aristocratic authorities cited are likely to be conventional, implying no necessary connection with the author; by the second half of the seventeenth century a large number of medical recipes were circulating in print, as well as manuscript, and it was clearly commercially desirable to adduce aristocratic provenance or approbation.'5 Thus Lady Dacre's medicine for stone in MS.7391 is the same as that attributed to her in The Queens closet opened, an anonymous work purportedly based on the recipe collection of Queen Henrietta Maria, from which the compiler may have gleaned it.'6 The non-aristocratic lay authorities are more likely to indicate a personal, family or geographical connection with the author, though even here we cannot be certain, as printed recipe collections also include commoner authorities;'7 of the three most common lay surnames cited in the manuscript, two, Cresset and Kettleby,'8 are associated particularly with Shropshire, and indeed there appears to be some bias towards the north-west Midlands in general among the surnames. Elizabeth Okeover is cited twice, by no means one of the more frequent citations, but the only one described as a relative ("coz"[in] ).
Who was Elizabeth Okeover and what was her relationship to both the anonymous author of MS.7391 and Elizabeth Adderley, ne'e Okeover, owner of MS.3712? Of the various family members with this name mentioned above, the obvious candidate is Sir Rowland Okeover's younger sister, Elizabeth (1629-1671). It is clear from Elizabeth Adderley's book that she had an aunt with the initials "E 0", who was the source of a number of the recipes recorded.'9 This was doubtless the same "E 0" whom an earlier contributor to Elizabeth Adderley's book noted as having "often 3 Stine, op. cit., note 2 above, pp., 181, 216. female; many more are adduced in the '4MS. 3712, f. 11 5v.
anonymous work Natura exenterata or nature " John B Blake, 'The compleat housewife', unbowelled, London, 1655, including as many as Bull. Hist. Med, 1975, 49: 30-42. thirty-one women. 19MS.3712, ff. 113, 192v. Who was Elizabeth Okeover?
proved" a particular cure for "canker",20 reminiscent of the expression "hath been often experienced by my Coz: Eliz: Ok:" against a remedy for a "cough from a thin rheum" in the anonymous manuscript.2' It is likely that this is the same person as the Mrs Okeover whose recipe of balsam Lettice Pudsey found "most excellent for [a] sore breast".22 That the entire Okeover family seems to have had an interest in the recording and circulation of medical recipes is evident, but one family member, Elizabeth, younger sister of Sir Rowland Okeover, appears to stand out as both a source of recipes and practitioner. Elizabeth Okeover's will was proved in the Prerogative Court of Canterbury, which claimed jurisdiction over "bona notabilia" or estates in excess of £5 in value in more than one diocese. A resident of Westminster, she made her will on 1 December 1670, aged forty-one, asking to be buried in Okeover church, or, in the event of her brother, Sir Rowland Okeover's refusal, in Westminster Abbey. She left her estate to her two executrixes, Katherine Dolbin and Martha Colebrand. Some days later, on 13 December, Elizabeth, being ill in bed, made further arrangements, among which were provision for her maid, Elizabeth (Betty) Taylor, who was to have some of her "worst wareing clothes", and for the widow Okeover's maid, who had helped attend her in her sickness. She also bequeathed her "resate books" to her sister [Katherine, widow of Sir Robert Shirley]. Elizabeth clearly had other books, including a Bible and a Book of Common Prayer "in octavo with silver bosses and clasps", but for the most part they are not specified in the will; the receipt or recipe books, presumably handwritten, are given priority. The will was proved on 10 February 1671, providing an approximate date of death. 23 We can perhaps summarize Elizabeth Okeover's status and role as a medical authority in the following terms. Born into a family with perhaps an unusually strong interest in household medicine, she seems to have turned herself into a medical authority whose practice came to carry the seal of approval for various cures and treatments within her wider family and beyond. Her knowledge and experience were no doubt embodied in the recipe books that she explicitly identified in her will. On the other hand, there is no evidence that Elizabeth Okeover's reputation as a medical authority extended beyond a localized circle; she certainly published nothing and we search in vain for her name in printed recipe collections of the later seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Her influence then remained highly circumscribed in both space and time, and memories of her practice had probably vanished within a generation or so of her death.
There remains one question that needs to be addressed, if only to dismiss it. Is it possible that either of the Wellcome Library's two Okeover manuscripts described above was Elizabeth Okeover's book, even Ownership by Elizabeth Okeover would also be consonant with the anonymous author's obvious experience as a medical practitioner and authority. It would also explain the frequency with which recipes in the manuscript are ascribed to "Dr Dakins": this was almost certainly Dr Polycarpus Dawkins (born c. 1617), of Derby, who as "Polycarp Dakins" is noted as a witness to the will of Katherine, Lady Shirley, Elizabeth Okeover's elder sister.26 Is MS.7391 then a digest of Elizabeth Okeover's medical knowledge and practice, carefully recorded on her instructions by a professional scribe for bequest to her family? The speculation is attractive and not without circumstantial support, but must remain tantalizingly unproven. Elizabeth Okeover is an elusive figure: the few details we know of her life raise as many questions as answers. Further references in manuscript recipe books and elsewhere no doubt await discovery, but it is unlikely that we will ever be able to do more than glimpse the life of a young woman who seems to have eschewed the conventional role of a Stuart gentlewoman as wife and mother for the career of a lay medical practitioner.
24 A remedy for stone in this hand later on in account of poor health, E H W Dunkin, Index to the volume is noted as a recipe of her father's by the Act Books of the archbishops of Canterbury Elizabeth Adderley in the index, MS.3712, ff. 1663 -1859 , London, British Record Society, 1927 , 117v.-118, 193. 1938 Canterbury to eat flesh on prohibited days, on PRO, PROB 11/341, f. 89.
